FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
ImageFIRST Chicago GM Scott Majewski Now On the Back On My Feet Board
King of Prussia, PA – February 1, 2016 – Scott Majewski, the Chicago General Manager for ImageFIRST, recently
accepted a position on the board of directors for Back On My Feet Chicago. Scott Majewski has been a part of
ImageFIRST, known for their excellence in healthcare laundry services since 2011. The company is the largest and
fastest‐growing provider of healthcare laundry services to medical practices across the U.S. and Puerto Rico. As a
competitive runner, Majewski is a great fit for the non‐profit dedicated to helping those experiencing or at risk of
homelessness through running.
Scott Majewski is now in his fifth year as the GM of ImageFIRST Chicago. He has exemplified the company’s belief in
giving back to the community through his relationships with both the Ronald McDonald House Charities and Back on My
Feet, at both the local and national levels. Majewski set up a program to service the Ronald McDonald House Charities
by processing the linens for families staying at the houses so that they had more time to focus on their children. He is
proud to support the Back on My Feet charity in Chicago, helping disadvantaged individuals find employment and
community.
The mission statement for Back on My Feet is to “combat homelessness through the power of running, community
support and essential employment and housing resources”. The non‐profit helps the homeless by organizing runs and
helping to find long‐term employment; they aim to provide training and employment resources, an environment that
promotes accountability, and a compassionate community that offers hope. Scott Majewski and ImageFIRST are proud
to support their mission by joining in training runs and participating in payroll deductions that are matched by the
company dollar for dollar.
To learn more about obtaining healthcare‐accredited laundering services or to contact ImageFIRST for more information
on the company's sanitized gowns, visit www.imagefirst.com.
About ImageFIRST:
Founded in 1967, ImageFIRST is the largest and fastest growing national linen rental and laundry service specializing in
the outpatient medical market. ImageFIRST's 36 locations nationwide serve over 5,500 medical offices every week,
providing linen, patient gowns, scrubs and much more while partnering with facilities to better manage linen inventory.
With a customer retention rate of over 95%, ImageFIRST is dedicated to improving patient satisfaction through quality
linens and remarkable service: their Comfort Care gowns product line increases patients' favorable perception of a
facility by more than 50%.
To learn more about ImageFIRST, and the services and products that they provide, visit their website at
www.imagefirst.com.
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